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.......5220/5170 levels will continue to act as 
a short term support levels next week ....

Nifty Outlook

Support

5220/5170  (5095 remote support)

5350/5420  (5510 remote resistance)

Resistence

Market Strength Indicators  (Weekly)

14 period RSI - Up by 0.88 points from 
53.64 levels  previous week 
  
14 period StochRSI - Down by 2.19 points 
from 63.68 levels previous week 
  
Stochastic - Up by 6.00 points from 32.24 
levels previous week

Market Intensity Indicator (Weekly)

NFP - At premium of 21.65 points from 
premium of 37.7 points previous week 
  
Volatility - Down by 0.03 points at 0.27 
levels 

Weekly Nifty closed 0.52 % up at 5322.90 levels after making high of 5378.75 and low of 5278.80 levels. It 
must be noted that last week Nifty sustained above the psychological 5300 levels and closed above it on W-o-W 
basis. 
Since forty fifty weeks, Nifty is trading below the lower part of the channel which was drawn from high of 
5181.95 (week ending 23/10/2010), high of 6335.90 (week ending 12/11/2010) and low of 3918.75 (week 
ending 17/07/09). 
After five week of closing below the upper part of the channel (5350/5400 levels) and Nifty this week closed 
above it. The channel is drawn from the low of 5348.90 (week ending 03/09/2010), low of 4720.00 (week 
ending 26/11/2011) and high of 6335.90 (week ending 12/11/2010). In next few weeks if Nifty moves inside this 
channel then, it will move towards the lower part of the channel below 4500 levels. 
On historical weekly chart, this is fourteen consecutive week of closing above the 4th speed line (around 
4700/4650 levels). Continuation of trade above it then, 5000 levels will act as important mid to long term 
support levels in weeks to come. The speed line was drawn from the low of 2252.75 levels (week ending 
31/10/08) and high of 6335 levels (week ending 12/11/10). Only, sustainability above 4th and last speed line will 
open path for Nifty to move towards 3rd speed line around 6000 levels with many psychological resistance 
levels. The probability to move towards 3rd speed line will grow stronger with continuation of trading above 4th 
speed line. 
Over historical weekly chart twenty five weeks earlier, Nifty tested, but failed to sustain above the lower part of 
channel of Andrew’s Pitchfork (around 5840 levels). The Andrew’s Pitchfork is drawn from the low of 936.70 
(week ending 17/04/03), high of 6357.10 (week ending 11/01/2008) and low of 2539.45 (week ending 
06/03/2009). 
On weekly basis Nifty was found trading above its 20 weeks SMA around 5104.58 levels, above its 50 weeks 
SMA around 5207.74 levels and above its 200 weeks SMA at 4791.82 levels along with fall in volume which 
was below its 20 weeks SMA. It must be noted that Nifty after four consecutive weeks of closing below its 200 
days SMA on W-o-W basis, since last thirteen week it managed to close above it. LONG TERM TREND 
TURNED OUT TO BE BULLISH FIRST TIME IN 2012 ON W-O-W BASIS. SUSTAINING ABOVE ITS 200 
PERIOD SMA ON W-O-W BASIS WILL ENSURE FOR BULL PHASE IN WEEKS TO COME. 
 
On Weekly basis Nifty has very crucial support at 5220 levels and below it around 5090 levels. If Nifty 
Sustains above 5220 levels next week, it will force Nifty to move towards 5400 levels or above in weeks to 
come. Failing to do so will allow it to travel southwards towards 5000 levels. 

Spot Nifty Weekly Chart

Cummulative OI Future -   
  
Cummulative OI Options -  
  
OI Call -  
  
OI Put - 

Open Interest (Weekly)

Technical Comments



DISCLAIMER: The document is not for public distribution and has been furnished solely for information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to others. Opinionexpressed is the current 
opinion as of the date appearing on the material only. Further, the information in the document has been printed on the basis of publicly availableinformation; internal data and other reliable sources 
believed to be true and are for general guidance only but which may not be verified independently. While every effort is madeto ensure the accuracy and completeness of information contained, the 
company takes no guarantee and assumes no liability for any errors or omissions of the information. No onecan use the information as the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action. All investment 
information and opinion are subject to change without notice. Recipients of thismaterial should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. Each recipient of this document 
should make such investigations as it deems necessary toarrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks 
involved), and should consult theirown advisors to determine the merits and risks of such an investment. This material is for personal information and none is responsible for any loss incurred based 
upon it. Theinvestments discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. It should not be considered to be or taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy/sellany security. 
Price and value of the investments referred to in this material may go up or down. Past performance is not a guide for future performance. Certain transactions -futures, options and other derivatives as 
well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial risks and are not suitable for all investors. Reports based on technical analysiscenters on studying charts of a stock's price movement and 
trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on acompany's fundamentals. Analyst who has issued this report, may, on the date of this 
report, and from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities ofthe companies mentioned herein or engage in any other transaction involving such securities and earn 
brokerage or compensation or act as advisor or have other potential conflictof interest with respect to company/ies mentioned herein or inconsistent with any recommendation and related information and 
opinions.

The research analysts, with respect to each issuer and its securities/commodities covered by them in this research report, certify that: All of the views expressed in this research report accurately 
reflecthis or her or their personal views about all of the issuers and their securities/commodities; and no part of his or her or their compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the 
specificrecommendations or views expressed in this research report.
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Global Cues Source: Yahoo Finance

Market Outlook - The major trigger for the market is Q4 March 2012 and year ending March 2012 (FY 2012) earnings. Market will focus on the guidance provided by the 
management for the year ending March 2013 (FY 2013) to gauge the earnings outlook. IT bellwether Infosys announces Q4 March 2012 results on Friday, 13 April 2012. 
 
Economic Data on Focus - On the macro front, data on industrial production for February 2012 and that on inflation for March 2012 could provide cues on the central bank's 
likely policy stance at the monetary policy review for 2012-13 due on 17 April 2012. 
 
IIP Numbers - The government will unveil industrial production data for February 2012 on Thursday, 12 April 2012. Industrial production grew 6.8% in January 2012, 
lower than 7.5% growth recorded in January 2011. 
 
Inflation Data - On Friday, 13 April 2012, the government will unveil data on inflation based on the WPI for March 2012. The annual rate of inflation, based on monthly 
WPI, stood at 6.95% (provisional) for the month of February, 2012 (over February 2011) as compared to 6.55% (provisional) for the previous month and 9.54% during the 
corresponding month of the previous year. 

National Cues Source: Capital Market

Maret Outlook - Since October, estimates for first-quarter earnings growth have tumbled while the S&P 500 has surged. The outlook for next earning session is not as sunny 
as in previous quarters. Market will assess whether slower growth is priced into the U.S. stock market, or if the S&P 500's retreat from Monday's four-year high is the start of 
a larger decline, if results disappoint. After the S&P 500's rise of about 30 % since October, there is concern that buying interest is not strong enough to drive further gains. 
 
Nonfarm Payrolls Report - Friday's nonfarm payrolls report was a disappointment, with just 120,000 jobs added in March, short of expectations for a gain of 203,000 jobs. 
Stock futures fell 1 % in a shortened session, with the cash market closed entirely. 
 
Fund Managers Expectations - Fund managers will look for earnings to offer insight into how companies are faring amid mixed economic indicators and a resurgence of 
concerns about Europe. Strong results could extend the multi-month rally while weak ones could provide a catalyst for further declines. The latest trends haven't been 
encouraging. Analysts have trimmed estimates, management teams have grown more cautious, and overall growth rates have fallen sharply. 
 
Earning Expectations - S&P 500 companies' earnings are seen rising 3.2 % in the first quarter, according to Thomson Reuters data, compared with growth of 9.2 % in the 
fourth quarter and a jump of almost 19 % in the first quarter of 2011 over the year-ago period. Warnings have dominated the pre-earnings season. Of the 121 pre-
announcements, 68 % are negative ones, compared with 58 % in the first quarter a year ago. However, there is still concern that the recent burst of economic growth will 
prove transitory and that demand will sag after a warmer than-usual winter in the United States. 
 
Earning Sessions - Alcoa Inc will mark the start of the earnings season with results after the closing bell on Tuesday. Google Inc, JPMorgan Chase & Co and Wells Fargo & 
Co are all slated to report later in the week. 
 
Growth Estimates - Over the last several weeks, growth estimates have dropped markedly even as economic data has generally shown improved U.S. demand and the equity 
market has rallied. On the first of October, first-quarter earnings were seen growing more than 10 %. While estimates have dropped by more than two-thirds since then, the 
S&P 500 has climbed 27 %, raising the question of whether the slowing growth has been priced into the market.

Note on Weekly OI, Price and Volume Source: ceer initiative

The Data: On weekly basis, Nifty closed 0.51 % up along with 49.72 % fall in volume and fall in open position by 47.12 %. Heavy fall in volume and OI is due to two days 
of market closure. 
 
Interpretation of Data: Nifty rise with fall in volume and fall OI suggesting that the market is running out of traders willing to open or hold an open long. Trades are 
liquidating both loosing short position and closing winning long positions. A higher probability the market is set to retrace in price lower at some point forward. 
 
Rise in Nifty with fall in open position on W-o-W basis suggests that the current rise of 0.51 % in Nifty was mainly due to short covering in April 12 future contracts. 
 
Implication of the Interpretation: Out of three trading sessions, short covering was followed by fresh long build up. In last trading sessions of the week however, long 
liquidation was observed. But, short covering was there on W-o-W basis. Short covering along with fresh long build up will allow Nifty to trade above 5250 levels. But in 
case of long liquidation with fresh short build up, Nifty will be forced to trade below 5300 levels to test 5000 levels or below in weeks to come.
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